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First, you can get a 1:1 Business Strategy Consultation with our expert Jake! Just use this link to
schedule a time that works for you to talk with him:
https://calendly.com/jakefannin/marketing-strategy-session

Summary of the Insiders Club Bonus Training 1:
SEO Plus Social Media Ranking and Traffic Strategy

Understanding Your Audience

● Identify Problems, Goals, and Benefits: Start by uncovering the primary problems, goals, and
related benefits your target market faces. Use tools like ChatGPT or manual research to gather
this data. Aim to identify at least 10 significant problems or goals and the benefits your course
offers in solving or achieving these.

Content Creation Strategy

● Crafting Engaging Content: Utilize your research on problems, goals, and benefits to create
engaging blog posts. Focus on the key issues your audience faces and tease the benefits of
solving these problems. Use AI-generated images to enhance the appeal of your content.

● Post Regularly: Maintain a consistent posting schedule to keep your audience engaged and
attract new viewers to your site.

Leveraging Social Media

● Social Media as a Traffic Channel: Utilize platforms like Facebook to share your content. The
goal is to jump out at potential customers as they scroll through their feeds by highlighting
how your course addresses their problems or helps achieve their goals.

● Visual and Emotional Appeal: Use compelling imagery and emotionally resonant messages to
grab attention on social media. Highlight the practical benefits of your course and how it
solves specific problems.
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Building Authority

● Establishing Topical Authority: Create a topical map based on your audience's problems, goals,
and benefits. This map should guide your content creation, ensuring that each piece addresses
a facet of your audience's needs and positions you as an authority in your niche.

● Creating Pillar Posts: Write long-form, detailed blog posts (pillar posts) that comprehensively
cover major topics within your niche. These posts should link to related content on your site,
reinforcing your authority and improving SEO.

Conversion Strategy

● From Interest to Action: Incorporate calls-to-action (CTAs) within your content that guide
readers towards taking the next step, whether it's subscribing to a newsletter, downloading a
free report, or purchasing your course.

● Optimizing for Conversions: Use analytics to refine your CTAs and content strategy continually,
focusing on what drives engagement and conversions.

Continuous Improvement

● Analyze and Adapt: Regularly review the performance of your content and social media
strategy. Adapt based on what's working, focusing on content that resonates with your
audience and drives conversions.

● Expanding Your Strategy: As you gain insights into what works, expand your efforts to include
new topics, platforms, and marketing strategies. Diversify your traffic sources to ensure a
steady stream of potential customers.

Key Takeaways

● Always start with a deep understanding of your audience's needs and how your course meets
those needs.

● Create content that resonates with your audience, using problems, goals, and benefits as your
guide.

● Utilize social media effectively to attract attention and direct traffic to your content.

● Establish yourself as an authority in your niche through comprehensive and informative
content.

● Continuously analyze your strategy's performance and be ready to adapt to improve
conversions and engagement.
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PushButton.AI Demo and Special Offer
Just for Challenge Participants!

If you’re interested, PushButton.AI can do virtually all of this for you!

Click Here To Check Out The PushButton.AI Demo & Special Bonus Offer Exclusively For

Challenge Participants
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